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What is Decanting?  Decanting is the term commonly used for the 
distribution of trust property from one trust to another trust pursuant 
to a trustee’s discretionary authority to make distributions to, or for 
the benefit of, the trust beneficiaries.  William R. Culp, Jr. & Briani
Bennett Mellen, Trust Decanting: An Overview and Introduction to 
Creative Planning Opportunities, 45 Real Prop., Tr. & Est. L.J. 1, at 2 
(2010).
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Reasons to Decant

Changed Circumstances

Eliminate Mandatory Distributions.  Trustee can decant from a 
trust with mandatory principal distributions at certain ages to a 
lifetime dynasty trust.

Special Needs Beneficiary.  Trustee can decant to preserve a 
beneficiary’s eligibility for public assistance.
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Privacy

Change Distribution Standard

Trustee can change a distribution standard from a 
limited standard to a fully discretionary best 
interest standard.

Caution:  Not all states permit an expansion of the 
distribution standard.  The facts and 
circumstances surrounding the trust at issue and 
the applicable state law need to be examined 
closely.  
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Ease of Administration

Changing Trustee Provisions.  Trustee can 
decant to expand the ability to name co-
trustees and successor trustees.  

Divide Trust.  Trustee can decant to divide 
single trust into separate trusts.

Combine Trusts

Clarify Terms
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Potential Tax Reasons

Basis Adjustment/Estate Inclusion.  Trust assets can get a “step up” in 
basis by decanting to a trust that includes assets in the beneficiary’s 
estate.

Qualification as QSST.  Trustee can decant trust that does not qualify 
as a qualified subchapter S trust or “QSST” to a trust that would 
qualify as a QSST.

Preserve GST Exemption.  Decanting could be used for GST planning.  
Trustee may be able to decant a trust that would terminate at an 
earlier date to a dynasty trust.

State Tax Issues.  If a trust does not have provisions enabling a 
change of trust situs or administration, a Trustee can decant to a 
trust in a different state.  Depending on the state laws at issue and 
the facts surrounding the trust, there could be state income tax 
benefits.
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Authority for Decanting

Rationale For Trustee’s Authority to Decant.  If a trustee has the discretionary 
authority to distribute trust property to, or for the benefit of, one or more current 
trust beneficiaries, the trustee has a “special power of appointment” to distribute 
the property to a separate trust for the benefit of such beneficiaries.

Restatements of Property

The Second Restatement describes a trustee’s discretion to pay property to a 
beneficiary as a power of appointment.  The Second Restatement also provides 
that unless the donor indicates otherwise, a powerholder with the right to dispose 
of property has the same rights that the powerholder would have if he or she 
owned the property and was giving it to the object of the power.  Restatement 
(Second) of Property, Don. Trans. § 11.1, cmt. d. & § 19.3 (1986). 

The Third Restatement provides that unless the creator of a special power of 
appointment provides to the contrary, the powerholder may exercise the power in 
favor of permissible appointees and appoint the property in trust.  Restatement 
(Third) of Property  (Wills & Don. Trans.) § 19.14 (2011).
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Statutory Decanting.  In 1992, New York was the first state to enact a decanting statute.  
There are now at least twenty-six states with decanting statutes.

Florida - FL Stat § 736.04117 (effective March 19, 2018)

A. A trustee with “absolute power” to invade principal not 
limited to ascertainable standards may decant.  FL Stat §
736.04117(2).  “Absolute power” means the power to 
invade principal for best interests, welfare, comfort, or 
happiness not limited to specific or ascertainable purposes.  
FL Stat § 736.04117(1)(a).    

i. New trust may not reduce any beneficiary’s “vested interest.”  FL 
Stat § 736.04117(2)(a)(2).

ii. The statute provides that the “beneficiaries of the second trust 
include only beneficiaries of the first trust” but does not specifically 
state the new trust needs to have all the beneficiaries of the first 
trust.  FL Stat § 736.04117(2)(a)(1).
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iii. The second trust may (i) retain a power of appointment 
granted in the first trust, (ii) omit a power of 
appointment granted in the first trust, other than a 
presently exercisable general power of appointment, 
and (iii) create or modify a power of appointment if the 
power holder is a current beneficiary of the first trust.  
FL Stat § 736.04117(2)(b).  

iv. The second trust may be extended for a term beyond 
the term of the first trust.  FL Stat § 736.04117(2)(b)(5).

v. Statute is silent on whether the new trust needs to have 
same distribution standard as old trust.

vi. Statute is silent on trustees’ consideration of fiduciary 
duty in relation to decanting.
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B. A trustee without absolute power to invade may 
also decant if the trustee has the power to invade 
principal to make current distributions to or for the 
benefit of one or more beneficiaries.  FL Stat §
736.04117(3).

i. The second trusts must, in the aggregate, grant 
each beneficiary of the first trust substantially 
similar interests in the second trusts as were held in 
the first trust.  FL Stat § 736.04117(3)(a).

ii. The term of the second trust may be for a term 
extended beyond the term of the first trust.  FL Stat 
§ 736.04117(3)(d).
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iii. Any power of appointment granted a beneficiary of 
the first trust must also be granted to such 
beneficiary under the second trust, and the class of 
appointees must be the same.  If the first trust does 
not grant a power of appointment to a beneficiary, 
the second trust may not  grant a power of 
appointment to such beneficiary.  FL Stat §
736.04117(3)(b) & (c).  

iv. If the term of the second trust is extended beyond 
the period the first trust would have terminated, 
then, with respect to property subject to the 
extended term, (i) the trust may include language 
providing the trustee with the absolute power to 
invade during the extended term and (ii) the trust 
may create a power of appointment if the power 
holder is a current beneficiary of the first trust or 
expand the class of permissible appointees during 
the extended term.  FL Stat § 736.04117(3). 
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C. In addition, a trustee may decant to a 
supplemental needs trust if such trustee 
has the power to invade the principal of 
the first trust to make current 
distributions to or for the benefit of a 
beneficiary with a disability.  FL Stat §
736.04117(4).

D. Notice of decanting is required for (i) 
beneficiaries who may receive current 
distributions of income and principal, (ii) 
the immediate remainder beneficiaries if 
the trust were to terminate, (iii) all 
trustees of the first trust, (iv) any person 
who has the power to remove or replace 
the “authorized trustee” of the first trust, 
and (v) the settlor of the first trust if 
there would be a change in the grantor 
trust status under IRC §§ 671-679 of the 
second trust.  FL Stat § 736.04117(8) & 
FL Stat § 736.0103(16).
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Delaware - 12 DE Code § 3528 (effective June 19, 2019) 

A. Unless expressly prohibited, the “terms of the 
governing instrument for the first trust are 
deemed to include the decanting power.”  
12 DE Code § 3528(f).

B. A best interest standard for principal or income 
distributions in existing trust is not required to 
decant.  12 DE Code § 3528(a).  However, 12 DE 
Code § 3528(g) provides that the standard 
applicable to the trustee’s authority to decant is 
the abuse of discretion standard set forth in 
§ 187 of the Restatement (Second) of Trusts.  
See 12 DE Code § 3315(a).

C. New trust may not eliminate beneficiary’s 
mandatory distribution rights in marital trusts 
that qualify for a federal estate or gift tax 
marital deduction.  12 DE Code § 3528(a)(3).

D. The statute does not specifically state the second 
trust needs to have all of the beneficiaries of the 
first trust.  
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E. Statute is silent regarding providing notice 
of decanting.  However, some practitioners 
believe that no notice is required. 

F. 12 DE Code § 3528(a) requires that the 
exercise of the trustee’s authority “shall in 
all respects comply with any standard that 
limits the trustee’s authority to make 
distributions from the first trust.” 

G. 12 DE Code § 3528(e) provides, “When 
exercising the authority granted under 
subsection (a) of this section, the trustee … 
shall be held to the standard of care and the 
standard of liability applicable to the trustee 
… when making outright distributions”.
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New York - NY EPTL § 10-6.6

A. Different distribution standards allow for 
different types of decanting:

i. If the original trust has a best interest 
distribution standard, the trustee can 
eliminate beneficiaries in the new trust.  
NY EPTL § 10-6.6(b).

ii. If the original trust has a limited distribution 
standard, the trustee is prohibited from 
eliminating beneficiaries in the new trust.  
NY EPTL § 10-6.6(c).
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B. New trust may not eliminate beneficiary’s 
“current right to a mandatory distribution of 
income or principal, a mandatory annuity or 
unitrust interest, a right to withdraw a 
percentage of the value of the trust or a right 
to withdraw a specified dollar amount, 
provided that such mandatory right has come 
into effect with respect to the beneficiary.”  
NY EPTL § 10-6.6(n)(1).

C. Notice of decanting is required to (i) grantor, 
(ii) any person having the right to remove or 
replace the trustee authorized to decant, and 
(iii) any person interested in the original trust 
or the new trust.  NY EPTL § 10-6.6(j).
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D. The scope of the distribution standard in the original trust is 
tied to the permitted distribution standard in the new trust:

i. New trust needs to have same distribution standard as old 
trust if trustee of original trust did not have unlimited 
principal invasion authority.  However, if a trustee appoints 
to a new trust with a longer term than the original trust, the 
appointed trust may also include language providing the 
trustees with unlimited discretion to invade the principal of 
the appointed trust during such extended term.  NY EPTL §
10-6.6(c)(2).  For example, if a trust with a limited 
distribution standard that ends when beneficiary reaches 
age 30 is decanted to a trust that terminates when the 
beneficiary reaches age 40 - the new trust must have a 
limited distribution standard until the beneficiary reaches 
age 30 and after that can have a best interest distribution 
standard.

ii. Statute is silent on whether the new trust can have a 
different distribution standard than the old trust if trustee of 
original trust has unlimited principal invasion authority. 
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E. NY EPTL § 10-6.6(h) provides, “An authorized 
trustee exercising the power under this 
section has a fiduciary duty to exercise the 
power in the best interests of one or more 
proper objects of the exercise of the power and 
as a prudent person would exercise the power 
under the prevailing circumstances.” 
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Phipps v. Palm Beach Trust Co., 196 So. 299 (Fla. 1940) (Exhibit 1)

 First case to recognize the legal principle underpinning decanting

 The Facts: Mrs. Phipps put securities in trust for her children and their descendants, and named her husband and a trust

company as trustees. Section Six of the trust indenture provided that upon the written direction of the individual trustee,

the trustees shall pay over and transfer all or any part of the estate, principal and income, to the children in such shares

and proportions as the individual trustee “in his or her sole and absolute discretion shall determine and fix even to the

extent of directing the payment of the entire estate to one of said parties.”

 The husband-trustee delivered directions to transfer the estate to a new trust for the benefit of the descendants of the

original donor. In the second trust, the trustee granted himself the same power of appointment as was contained in the

original trust indenture.
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 At Issue: Whether the trustees, “clothed with absolute power to administer a trust estate in the interest of

designated beneficiaries,” could create a second trust estate? (301)

 The Holding: The Supreme Court of Florida said yes.

 The Analysis: The Court recognized that the individual trustee’s power was a special power of appointment

because it was limited to the class of persons designated as trust beneficiaries. As such, the trustee’s ability to

create a second trust estate depended upon the terms of the power vested in him by the trust. (301)

 The Court then observed that “[t]he general rule is that the power vested in a trustee to create an estate in fee

includes the power to create or appoint any estate less than a fee unless the donor clearly indicates a contrary

intent.” (301)
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 Applying the rule here, the Court found that Section Six reposed unlimited confidence and discretion in the

individual trustee and clothed him with absolute power to administer and dispose of the trust estate to any one of

the named beneficiaries to the exclusion of the others. The trustee was also vested with unlimited discretion as to

the timing, amount, manner, and condition of any sums to be paid. As a result, “there can be no question of the

power of the individual trustee to create the second trust estate for the benefit of the class named in the original

trust indenture.” (301)

 The Takeaway: The power of the trustee was upheld because one or more of the descendants of the donor of the

original trust were made the beneficiaries, which is consistent with the intent of the original donor. (301)
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In re Spencer’s Estate, 232 N.W.2d 491 (Iowa 1975) (Exhibit 2)

 The Iowa Supreme Court invalidated a surviving spouse’s attempted testamentary exercise of a

special power of appointment granted by his late wife.

 The Facts: The Spencers, Fern and L.J., had four kids. L.J. owned 480 acres of Section 4; Fern

owned another 160 acres known as the Northeast Quarter of Section 4.

 Fern died in 1944. In her will, she left her real estate in trust for her kids and designated L.J. as

trustee with the power to dispose of the real estate by will or deed by granting a life estate to

the four children, with the remainder to go to their children. The power was to be exercised

when he distributed his own land in the same manner as provided for Fern’s land. Her

intention was that the entire Section 4 should remain in the family for the benefit of the

children.
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 L.J. died in 1972. In his will, he left his real estate (and the Northeast Quarter) in trust for

the benefit of the four kids. His will provided that the trust shall continue for the longest

period permitted by law.

 At Issue: Was L.J.’s purported exercise of his power of appointment by will in conformance

with Fern’s direction? (495)

 The Holding: The Supreme Court of Iowa held no: L.J. exceeded his authority as trustee.

 The Analysis: Fern’s intent was controlling, and the provisions of L.J.’s will determined

whether Fern’s intent was carried out.

 First, the Court held that L.J.’s exercise of his power of appointment by designating a

trustee to carry out Fern’s intent was valid. (497)
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 As to her intent, however, the Court held that the two wills could not be reconciled. Fern’s will disclosed two

overriding factors in her testamentary plan: that inheritance be limited to her blood line and that the entire

Section 4 devolve as a single unit. Whereas Fern wanted her children to have life estates and their children to

have vested remainder interests, L.J. wanted the trust he created to continue for as long as legally possible. As

a result, the Court voided that portion of L.J.’s appointment which attempted to circumvent Fern’s intent that

the remainder interests would vest in her grandchildren. (498)

 As a court of equity, the Court then distributed the corpus in accordance with Fern’s intent, such that upon

termination of the children’s life estates, title would vest in four equal shares--one each to the surviving

children of the four kids. (499)

 The Takeaway: The primacy of the intent of the original donor was paramount, but was contradicted by the

trustee’s attempted testamentary exercise of his power of appointment.
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Wiedenmayer v. Johnson,
106 N.J. Super. 161, 254 A.2d 534 (N.J. App. Div), aff’d o.b., 55 N.J. 81, 259 A.2d 465 (1969) (Exhibit 3)

 Bogert’s The Law of Trusts and Trustees refers to Wiedenmayer as an “indirect decanting” case because the trust

in that case did not expressly authorize decanting; instead, the authority to decant was implied from the language

of the trust indenture.

 The Facts: Battle of “Form against Substance” involving $18 million of common stock of Johnson & Johnson

 John Seward Johnson (Senior) created inter vivos trusts for each of his six children in 1944.

 Article 3 of the trust created for his son, John Seward Johnson, Jr. (Junior), vested the trustees with the power to

distribute the Trust Property

from time to time and whenever in their absolute and uncontrolled discretion they deem it to be for his
best interests, to use for or to distribute and pay over to Junior to be his absolutely, outright and forever, any or
all of the Trust Property.
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 The trustees determined that it was in Junior’s best interests to condition the distribution of the Corpus—all $18

million—on Junior’s acquiescence to establishing a new trust. Junior agreed, and the Chancery Division

“confirmed, ratified and approved.”

 At Issue: The guardian ad litem appointed to represent the interests of Junior’s children with his estranged wife,

Bruce and Jennie, challenged the Chancery Division’s judgment on the ground that as a result of the new trust,

they would lose their contingent remainder interests provided for in the original trust indenture.

 The Holding: A split panel affirmed the Chancery Division’s judgment upholding the decanting.

 The Analysis: The majority looked to form: the language of the trust indenture. The trust indenture provided that

the trustees’ “absolute and uncontrolled discretion” to distribute and pay over all $18 million was limited only by

their determination that the distribution be for the son’s “best interests.” The majority reasoned that if the result

of the trustees’ exercise of their absolute and uncontrolled discretion was that Junior would get the money

“absolutely, outright and forever,” then it seemed logical that the trustees could deem it to be in his best interests

to condition the distribution on his tying the money up in a substituted trust. (535-536)
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 The issue, then, was whether the trustees’ determination was in Junior’s “best interests,” an undefined

term in the trust. As undefined, the term was not limited only to Junior’s best pecuniary interests: “His

best interests might be served without regard to his personal financial gain. They may be served by the

peace of mind, already much disturbed by matrimonial problems, divorce, and the consequences

thereof, which the new trust … will engender. Of what avail is it to rest one’s best interests on a purely

financial basis, and without regard to the effect upon a man’s mind, heart and soul, if the end result

would produce a wealthier man, but a sufferer from mental anguish?” (536)

 The majority recognized that the settlor (Senior) “was obviously concerned primarily with his son’s best

interests” (the interests of others were secondary in relation) and deferred to his intention that the

trustees make that determination: “Courts may not substitute their opinions as to the son’s best

interests, as opposed to the opinion of the trustees vested by the creator of the trust with the absolute

and uncontrolled discretion to make that determination.” (536)
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 The majority concluded that the trustees’ decision “was made in good faith, after

consideration of all the facts and attendant circumstances, and for reasonably valid reasons.”

“Only unwarranted judicial interference would induce a negating of the course pursued by the

trustees.” (536)

 As for Junior’s children, the majority reasoned that they would lose their contingent

remainder interests whether the trustees distributed the $18 million directly to Junior or to a

new trust: “The basic intention of the original creator of the trust, that the trustees’ decision

should serve the son’s best interests, is not being defeated by the distribution made by the

trustees.” (536)

 The Dissent: In a strongly-worded opinion, the dissenting judge pointed to the substance of

what had occurred: that there had really been no “distribution at all, within the fair

intendment of the trust instrument, but rather an impermissible alteration of the substantive

trust terms.” (536)
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 First, the dissent noted that the trustees had previously rejected Junior’s prior requests for distributions

of principal because they determined his needs were amply satisfied by distributions of all of the net

income of the trust. Therefore, they do not now intend and have never intended to distribute and pay

over all $18 million to Junior.

 Second, the dissent observed that Junior’s counsel had proposed a “charade” because there is no

dispute that the trustees would not transfer anything to Junior without the express condition that he

transfer everything back to them by executing an irrevocable trust on identical terms — identical except

that Bruce and Jennie would be “cut out” as eligible contingent remaindermen after Junior’s life estate

or as eligible appointees under Junior’s power of appointment by will. (537)
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 The dissent never got to the majority’s best interests analysis because it never got passed the first step of

finding that a bona fide distribution had taken place, as opposed to “only the going through the motions of

one.” “Junior will walk out of the closing transaction with not one iota of greater beneficial interest, present

or future, in the principal of the trust estate, than when he walked into the closing to play his part.” (537) The

only change is the material alteration of the trust terms—the only result intended by the trustees.

 The dissent scoffed at the “obvious fallacy” of the “conditional distribution” argument accepted by the

majority: “when the smoke clears, the whole trust estate, every whit and tittle of it, is back with the trustees,

and no part of it has been used for or distributed to Junior.” It has not been used up, consumed, or expended;

the whole remains intact and has merely been “manipulated for Junior’s peace of mind.” (537-538)
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 That the children would have lost their interests anyway did not dissuade the dissenting judge from his

fundamental sticking point: the lack of a genuine distribution, without which the trustees lacked the

power under the trust to impair the children’s interests. (538) “It remains that the instant trustees will

not, actually, in substance as distinguished from form, have distributed the trust estate to Seward or used

it for him. They therefore have no power under the trust instrument to do what is here proposed.” (538)

 The Takeaway: According to a 2017 article in the Cardozo Law Review, Wiedenmayer is the only

common law case that upheld the power of corporate trustees to use their discretion to distribute

principal as a basis for creating an entirely new trust with different remainder beneficiaries. The

outcome turned on the trustees’ power to distribute under the terms of the trust indenture.
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Ferri v. Powell-Ferri, 72 N.E.3d 541 (Mass. 2017) (Exhibit 4)

 The Facts: The Connecticut Supreme Court certified questions to the Supreme Judicial Court of

Massachusetts concerning a trustee’s authority to decant substantially all of the assets of a

Massachusetts trust that was triggered by Connecticut divorce proceedings.

 A 1983 Trust was settled for the sole benefit of Paul Ferri, Jr. (Junior), the husband to the divorce

proceedings, when he was 18 years old. The trust provides that the trustee may “pay to or

segregate irrevocably” trust assets for the beneficiary. The trust also provides that Junior may

request certain withdrawals of fixed percentages of trust assets from age 35 (75%) to age 47

(100%).

 After Junior’s wife filed for divorce, the trustees of the 1983 trust became concerned that the

wife would reach its assets. Without informing Junior or obtaining his consent, the trustees

created a 2011 trust and distributed substantially all of the assets of the 1983 trust to themselves

as trustees of the 2011 trust. Junior is the sole beneficiary of both trusts.
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 The trustees then commenced a declaratory judgment action against both Junior and his wife in

Connecticut Superior Court to validate the exercise of their distribution powers under the 1983 trust.

The trustees and the wife each moved for summary judgment.

 At Issue: After the Connecticut Superior Court granted the wife’s motion, the Connecticut Supreme

Court certified the following pertinent question to the Massachusetts court: “Under Massachusetts

law, did the terms of the 1983 trust empower the trustees to distribute substantially all of its assets

(i.e., to decant) to the 2011 trust?”

 The Holding: The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court said yes.

 The Analysis: The Court noted that in Morse v. Kraft, 992 N.E.2d 1021 (Mass. 2013), it had relied

upon specific trust language and the trustee’s broad powers under the instrument to authorize a

trustee to decant an irrevocable trust. “Accordingly, a trustee’s decanting authority turns on the facts

of each case and the terms of the instrument that establishes the trust.” (546)
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 The Court explained that the “intent of the settlor is paramount.” Determining whether the

settlor has granted decanting authority is “reached by assessing the terms of a particular trust

instrument and other relevant evidence of the settlor’s intent.” “The language used by the

donor viewed in light of the rule of law in effect at the time the powers in question were

created is particularly significant.” (546)

 The Court concluded that the terms of the 1983 trust, read as a whole, demonstrated the

settlor’s intent to permit decanting.

 First, the Court noted three provisions of the 1983 trust gave the trustee extremely broad

authority and discretion to distribute the assets of the 1983 trust. (547)

 Article II(A) provided that the trustee shall “pay to or segregate irrevocably for later payment”

to the beneficiary, so much of the net income and principal as the trustee shall deem desirable

for the beneficiary’s benefit.
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 Article V(A) provided that whenever provision is made for payment of principal or income to a beneficiary, it

may instead be applied for his benefit.

 Article VI provided that the trustee shall have full power to take any steps and do any acts which he may deem

necessary or proper in connection with the due care, management and disposition of the property and income

of the trust in his discretion.

 As to Article II(A), the Court concluded that the explicit authority to “segregate irrevocably for later payment

to” the beneficiary indicated the settlor’s intention to allow decanting based upon the common usage of these

terms: “Decanting trust assets to an irrevocable trust is one way to ‘segregate’ assets ‘irrevocably.’” (548)
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 The Court explained that this interpretation was supported by the language of Article V(A), which provided that whenever

provision is made for payment of principal or income to a beneficiary, it may instead be applied for his benefit. The Court

observed that this language paralleled the language and grant of authority approved in Morse, which provided that the

trustee was authorized to “pay to” the beneficiary or apply payments of income or principal for the benefit of the

beneficiary. “[W]here the settlor’s intention to convey to the trustee almost unlimited discretion to act is evident, the

conclusion that the settlor intended to authorize decanting would seem to follow necessarily.” (548)

 Second, the Court noted the 1983 trust contained an anti-alienation provision, which “evidences the settlor’s intent to

protect the trust income and principal from invasion by the beneficiary’s creditors” and thereby shows the settlor

“necessarily intended that the trustee have the means to protect the trust assets, consistent with his fiduciary duties.”

(548-549)

 Finally, the Court noted the 1983 trust’s beneficiary withdrawal provisions, under which, during the pendency of the action,

Junior’s irrevocable interest in 100% of the corpus of the trust had vested, as he had turned 47 years old. (549)
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 The wife argued that the exercise of decanting authority impaired Junior’s right to withdraw trust assets

upon written request. The Court rejected this argument for three reasons. First, if the trustee were

unable to decant any “withdrawable” trust assets, then the trustee would lose the ability to exercise his

fiduciary duties over those assets (including the duties to invest and protect the assets’ purchasing

power), eventually losing the power to control 100% of the assets when Junior turned 47. Second, at

the time of decanting, only a small percentage of the assets had actually been withdrawn, meaning that

a substantial portion of the trust assets remained subject to the trustee’s authority and stewardship.

The Court analogized this circumstance to the termination of a trust, under which a trustee retains

ongoing duties to control and protect the trust assets and to exercise his trust powers. Third, the Court

read the provisions of Article II of the 1983 trust as a “coherent whole,” empowering the trustee to

segregate assets irrevocably both before and after Junior’s withdrawal rights began to vest when he

turned 35. (550)
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 Reading the trust provisions “in harmony,” the Court concluded that unless and until all of the trust assets were

distributed, “the trustee could exercise his powers and obligations, including the duty to decant, if the trustee deemed

decanting to be in the beneficiary’s best interest.” (550)

 The Concurrence: Parenthetically, three justices, including the Chief Justice, concurred to emphasize what Ferri did not

decide: whether the creation of a new spendthrift trust by decanting violated public policy “where the sole purpose of

the transfer is to remove the trust’s assets from the marital assets that might be distributed to the beneficiary’s spouse in

a divorce action”—a point necessitated by the fact that the Massachusetts Uniform Trust Code provides that a trust may

be created only to the extent its purposes are lawful and not contrary to public policy. (552-553) The Chief Justice urged

the Massachusetts Legislature to consider the use of decanting presented in this case if it were to enact a decanting

statute. (554)

 The Takeaway: Ferri sustained a decanting that maintained fidelity to the settlor’s intent to invest a trustee with

discretion to distribute (i.e., “segregate irrevocably”) trust assets to a new trust.
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In re Hoppenstein, 2017 WL 1969401 (N.Y. Cty. Surrogate’s Court, Mar. 31, 2017), rearg. denied, 2017 WL 4551644
(N.Y. Cty. Surrogate’s Court, Oct. 10, 2017), aff’d, 162 A.D.3d 512 (N.Y. App. Div.), leave to app. denied, 32 N.Y. 3d 907
(2018) (Exhibit 5)

 The Facts: This case involved a contested proceeding for settlement of the account of the trustees of an

irrevocable 2004 trust (2004 Trust) created by Reuben Hoppenstein (Reuben); Reuben died in 2015. The trustees

contended that Reuben had grown unhappy (indeed, there was “extreme discord”) with his daughter, Cheryl, over

her excessive demands for money; restricting his contact with her children (his grandchildren); her litigiousness;

and her ungratefulness for substantial assets she had already been given.

 Article 2(c) of the 2004 Trust authorized the trustees to pay such sums out of principal of the trust—even to the

extent of the whole thereof—to the settlor’s descendants in equal or unequal amounts, and to any one or more of

them to the exclusion of the others, as the trustees, in their absolute discretion, shall determine….
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 In 2012, the trustees distributed a $10 million life insurance policy on Reuben’s life from the 2004 Trust to a

new trust (2012 Trust), which eliminated Cheryl and her four children as beneficiaries.

 At Issue: Were Cheryl and her children entitled to partial summary judgment voiding the distribution?

 The Holding: The Surrogate’s Court held no, rejecting three arguments challenging the distribution.

 The Analysis: First, that the Article 2(c) power did not specifically identify the policy. There is no requirement

that a power to distribute principal be limited to principal that is specifically identified. The policy was

unquestionably part of the principal and, thus, could be distributed. (6)

 Second, that the distribution did not comply with the New York decanting statute. The Court recognized that

the decanting rested solely upon the trustees’ power to make discretionary distributions of principal under

Article 2(c) of the 2004 trust and that, by its terms, the New York statute is not to be construed to abridge the

right of any trustee to appoint property in further trust under the terms of another trust. (6)
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 Third, that a breach of fiduciary duty had voided the transfer of the policy. Cheryl argued that there had

been self-dealing by two family trustees, but the 2004 Trust disqualified those trustees, leaving a single,

independent trustee who could and did distribute the policy. The Court noted that the trust did not

prohibit the independent trustee from consulting with the family trustees about what he clearly

described as his decision. (4)

 The Court emphasized its standard of review: that it will not interfere with the exercise of a trustee’s

discretion unless he acts dishonestly, with an improper motive, fails to use his judgment, or acts beyond

the bounds of reasonable judgment. (4) Under that standard, the Court declined to interfere here.

 Given the broad “absolute” discretion granted by the 2004 Trust and the settlor’s clear authorization to

distribute principal “in equal or unequal amounts” “to any one or more of his descendants to the

exclusion of the others,” the Court found that the distribution clearly complied with the terms of the

2004 Trust and the settlor’s intent. (5)
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 Moreover, the Court noted “uncontroverted evidence of extreme discord between the settlor and his daughter,

Cheryl….” There was such discord, in fact, that the settlor had handwritten a letter informing the independent

trustee of his intention to let the policy lapse if Cheryl and her children remained as beneficiaries. (5)

 The Court observed that the trustee’s letter to the settlor recited in detail the factors he considered in making the

decision to distribute the policy and “demonstrates his prudence and diligence.” (6)

 The Appeal: The New York Appellate Division affirmed the Surrogate Court’s decision, holding that the transfer of the

policy from the 2004 Trust to the 2012 Trust was valid under the New York decanting statute and Articles 2(c) and 9(f)

of the 2004 Trust. 162 A.D.3d 512 (N.Y. App. Div. 2018).

 The Takeaway: Hoppenstein stands with Ferri in authorizing a decanting enforcing the settlor’s intent, even when the

intent was to authorize the trustee to effectuate the wholesale exclusion of beneficiaries.
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Hodges v. Johnson, 177 A.3d 86 (N.H. Dec. 12, 2017) (Exhibit 6)

 The Facts: The trustees appealed the voiding of decantings from two irrevocable trusts that eliminated the future

beneficial interests of three beneficiaries, as well as the trustees’ removal.

 This case concerned a large, closely-held, family-owned and reportedly very successful real estate holding and

development company, Hodges Development Company (HDC), founded by David Hodges, Sr. (Father).

 Father had three biological children: David, Jr. (Junior); Nancy and Janice. Junior had worked for HDC, but was

eventually informed he would not take over as president and ultimately was fired by Father.

 Father also had two stepchildren with his wife, Joanne: Barry and Patricia. Barry worked at HDC for 36 years before he

was fired by Father. Patricia never worked at HDC, but apparently also did not speak with Father in the three or four

years before he died in 2015. As you might expect, the plaintiffs end up being Junior, Barry, and Patricia.
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 In 2004, Father created two generation-skipping trusts, the beneficiaries of which were his wife, their five children, and

their descendants. The trusts’ primary assets were non-voting stock of HDC, comprising more than 98% of all HDC stock.

Father held the voting stock. “The paramount purpose of the trusts was to provide for the continuation of HDC after the

settlor’s death by eliminating the need to liquidate HDC assets in order to pay estate taxes.” (2) The trustees were Johnson

(an HDC employee since 1984 and now its president) and Saturley (an attorney, who had represented both Father and

HDC).

 In 2009, Father retained his personal attorney, McDonald, to assist him with his estate planning, as to which he

reconsidered his prior generosity towards his stepchildren, Barry and Patricia. In 2010, the 2004 trusts were decanted, such

that Barry and Patricia were excluded as descendants. In 2012, the Father decanted again, to exclude Junior. In 2013, the

Father decanted yet again to exclude his wife, Joanne, as divorce proceedings yet ensued. Notwithstanding these three

decantings, the assets were not to be transferred until after Father died in 2015, a fact which the Court assumed, without

deciding, did not render the decantings void per se. (91-92)
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 At Issue: The probate court did not invalidate the decantings on the ground that the trustees failed to act in accordance

with the terms of the 2004 trust (indeed, “the deeply personal and harsh nature of the decantings” suggests that they

were undertaken and completed at the request, with the blessing, and at the direction of Father). Nor did it find that

the trustees had acted in bad faith. Instead, the court found that the trustees had failed to consider “the interests of

the beneficiaries.” (92, 94) Was the probate court correct?

 The Holding: The New Hampshire Supreme Court held yes, explaining that the probate court held that although the

trustees considered the terms and business purposes of the 2004 trusts, they did not consider the interests of the

beneficiaries under the New Hampshire decanting statute, which required them to give “due regard for the diverse

beneficial interests created by the terms of the trust.” “Due regard” required the trustees to “‘consider the effect of the

decantings at issue on the plaintiffs’ interests as beneficiaries,’ specifically as to their financial interests, and to adjust

‘the structure of the decanting or choice of the method with which the beneficial interests might be permissibly

modified.’” (94)
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 The Analysis: First, the Supreme Court “clarified” the probate court’s decision, which had misapplied the Supreme

Court’s prior decision in construing statutory language. The probate court relied upon Section 801 of the relevant

statute, which requires a trustee to “administer, invest and manage a trust and distribute trust property in good faith, in

accordance with its terms and purposes and the interests of the beneficiaries and in accordance with this chapter.” The

probate court read “interests of the beneficiaries” as imposing the same duty upon a trustee as the statutory and

common law duty of impartiality. But the Supreme Court explained that the phrase is statutorily defined to mean “the

beneficial interests provided in the terms of the trust,” and thus “requires only that the trustees act in accordance with

trust provisions that define those interests.” (94-95)
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 Even so, the Supreme Court pointed to the “in accordance with this chapter” language as expressly incorporating the statutory

duty of impartiality and construed the probate court’s order as a ruling that the trustees violated their duty of impartiality. In

other words, “due regard for the diverse beneficial interests created by the terms of the trust” denotes the duty of impartiality.

(95)

 The Supreme Court articulated its standard of review as “only to prevent abuse of discretion,” which occurs when a trustee, even

in good faith, exercises a power in a manner that is inconsistent with the duty of loyalty or duty of impartiality. (92-93)

 Relying upon the Uniform Trust Code, the Court explained that the duty of impartiality does not require trustees to treat

beneficiaries equally, but to treat them “equitably in light of the purposes and terms of the trust.” Thus, a trustee may prefer one

beneficiary over another, if the terms of the trust so allow. The Court noted that the Code specifically allows a trustee to make

distributions unequally and even to the exclusion of beneficiaries, when the terms of the trust permit distributions among a class

of beneficiaries and give the trustee discretion to do so. The Court also noted that the Code expressly allows a trustee to decant

trust assets for the benefit of one or more beneficiaries of an original trust, except to reduce or eliminate a vested interest. (95)
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 The Supreme Court concluded that a trustee who makes unequal distributions or eliminates a beneficiary’s non-vested

interest through decanting violates the statutory duty of impartiality only when the trustee fails to treat the

beneficiaries equitably in light of the purposes and terms of the trust. (96)

 Moving on to the purposes and terms of the 2004 trusts, the Court agreed that the trusts were created to take

advantage of tax benefits, but also to support the beneficiaries. The Court cited numerous provisions supporting this

conclusion:

 Giving the beneficiaries a right of withdrawal during the settlor’s lifetime;

 Requiring the trustees, after Father’s death, to distribute the net income to Joanne, that she be deemed the

primary beneficiary of the trust, and that her welfare, enjoyment and comfort be regarded as paramount over

conservation of the trust for future beneficiaries;

 Allowing Joanne, if she serves as sole trustee, to distribute the net income and principal to the remaining

beneficiaries as she determines to be necessary for their health, education and support;
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 Requiring that, upon Joanne’s death, the trust principal and income be held in trust and disposed of for

the benefit of the children; and

 Directing the trustees to distribute net income or principal to the beneficiaries as reasonable and

appropriate for their welfare, enjoyment, and education.

 The Supreme Court determined that there was support in the record for the probate court’s finding that the

trustees failed to consider this trust purpose. McDonald agreed that he never gave plaintiffs’ financial interest any

consideration. No evidence in the record—no emails, memoranda, letters, or research—showed that any

alternatives to complete “disenfranchisement” were ever considered or explored as a solution that would take

into account both the terms and purposes of the 2004 trusts and the interests of the beneficiaries. (97)
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 The trustees’ arguments were unavailing. They argued the plaintiffs’ interests were mere expectancies, but the Court

said the duty of impartiality is owed to all beneficiaries regardless of the nature of their interests. They also argued

the plaintiffs’ continued status as beneficiaries posed a risk of fractious litigation that would force the liquidation of

HDC assets, but the Court said the record evidence showed Father had taken measures to limit, if not greatly diminish

this risk, and that it was the decantings that actually increased the risk of litigation by leaving the plaintiffs with

nothing to risk and nothing to lose by litigating because the trusts contained a “no contest” provision. (97-98)

 Hence, the probate court’s determination that the trustees had failed to give any consideration to the plaintiffs’

future beneficial interests breached their statutory duty of impartiality was supported the record and was not plainly

erroneous as a matter of law. (98)
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 The Court went on to affirm the trustees’ removal because the probate court could reasonably have concluded that they

committed a serious breach of trust when they violated their duty of impartiality. (98-99)

 The Dissent: The dissent agreed with the majority that the probate court had erred in misconstruing the statute, but

castigated the majority for engaging in a harmless error analysis. First, it disagreed that the probate court had concluded

that the trustees had violated the duty of impartiality, reasoning that the probate court would have so stated if it had.

Second, it criticized the majority for even addressing the issue—not briefed by the parties—of the circumstances under

which making unequal distributions or eliminating future interests by decanting violates the statutory duty of impartiality.

The dissent observed that the Court should have proceeded with extreme caution as “because of the relatively recent

increase in the popularity of trust decanting, few, if any, cases exist that clarify a trustee’s fiduciary duties in the context of

decanting or the extent to which he may or should exercise discretion to decant.” Finally, the dissent disagreed with the

outcome because eliminating the plaintiffs’ beneficial interests was entirely consistent with the primary purpose of the

2004 trusts, which was to provide for the continuation of the family business after its founder, Father, had died. (100-102)
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 The Key: Whereas Ferri and Hoppenstein deferred to trustee actions, Hodges declined to do so based on the record

evidence supporting a finding of breach of fiduciary duty owed to future beneficial interests.

In re Vietnamese-American Scholarship Fund, 437 P.3d 171 (Nev. 2019), &
In re Fund for Encouragement of Self Reliance, 437 P.3d 171 (Nev. 2019) (Exhibit 7)

 The Facts: Husband and wife, co-trustees, divorce. The husband-trustee appeals an order granting the wife-

trustee’s motion to decant the half of the assets of charitable trusts into newly-created charitable trusts with the

same purposes, but to be administered solely by the decanting wife-trustee.

 At Issue: Whether Tennessee and Nevada decanting statutes permitted “a” trustee to invade the assets of a

charitable trust without the permission of her co-trustee.

 The Holdings: The Nevada Supreme Court said no.
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 The Analysis: Without deciding whether both states’ statutes apply to charitable trusts, the Supreme Court

observed that the statutes provided that a trustee, who has authority under the terms of the trust instrument, may

distribute (or appoint) trust property to a newly-created second trust unless the terms of the original trust provide

otherwise. (1)

 The Court further discerned that the term “trustee,” as statutorily defined, is not limited to a single person, but

contemplates action by multiple persons when there is more than one person serving in that capacity. (1)

 Under the trust indentures, trustees were given the discretionary power to manage trust funds in their discretion

and were to be regarded as a unit. (2)

 Therefore, because the trust indenture did not authorize the single decanting trustee to unilaterally invade trust

principal, unanimous trustee action was required to decant, which did not exist. (2)

 The Takeaway: Settlor intent still controls.
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Cook v. Marshall, 2019 WL 917598 (E.D. La. Feb. 25, 2019), appeal filed, (5th Cir. Mar. 12, 2019) (Exhibit 8)

 The Facts: Dr. Cook, as trustee of The Marshall Heritage Foundation (New Foundation), sued Preston Marshall

(Preston), as trustee of the Peroxisome Trust (PTrust), to recover sums alleged owed to the Foundation as beneficiary

of the Trust.

 The PTrust was a Louisiana Nongrantor Lead Annuity Trust. The original Marshall Heritage Foundation (Old

Foundation) had been the sole beneficiary of the PTrust. The PTrust requires its co-trustees (Preston and Pierce

Marshall) to pay the Old Foundation an annuity equal to a percentage of the initial net fair market value of Trust

property in quarterly installments for 20 years.

 After the Old Foundation split into two separate trusts—the New Foundation and the Marshall Legacy Foundation

(Legacy Foundation)—Dr. Cook claimed the PTrust had to pay half of the annuity amount to each new trust. But

Preston refused.
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 At Issue: On cross-motions for summary judgment, the district court had to decide whether Preston was obligated to

distribute annuity funds from the PTrust to the New Foundation as a beneficiary of the PTrust and whether his failure to do so

was a breach of trust and fiduciary duties under the Louisiana Trust Code (Code) and the PTrust instrument.

 The Holding: Preston’s continued refusal to authorize distributions from the PTrust to its beneficiary, the New

Foundation, constitutes a breach of trust and fiduciary duties. (7)

 The Analysis: Preston argued the New Foundation is not a beneficiary of the PTrust because the Old Foundation no longer

exists. Dr. Cook responded that the New Foundation succeeded to the beneficial interest of the Old Foundation when the

latter was divided pursuant to Section 2030 of the Code and no formal amendment of the PTrust instrument was otherwise

needed.

 The Court recognized Code Section 2030 permits a trustee to divide or “decant” a trust into two separate trusts if the

beneficiaries and purpose of the trust are not adversely affected. Citing Section 417 of the Uniform Trust Code, the Court

noted that court approval is not required, but “prudence may dictate” it be sought and obtained. When the co-trustees of the

Old Foundation decanted that trust, they sought and obtained court approval. (4)
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 Preston relied on the fact that Pierce had blocked the decanting of the PTrust into two new trusts and that the

PTrust instrument was never amended to designate the New Foundation as a beneficiary. The Court reasoned

that Pierce’s refusal to divide the PTrust did not change the fact that the assets of the Old Foundation were in

fact divided and distributed equally between the New Foundation and the Legacy Foundation. The Court

further concluded there was no authority for Preston’s position that a formal amendment was required,

concluding that the New Foundation became a beneficiary of the PTrust by virtue of succeeding to the assets of

the Old Foundation. (5)

 The Court observed that “[t]he fundamental duty that a trustee owes a beneficiary is the duty of loyalty.” “[A]

trustee must administer the trust solely in the benefit of the beneficiary, and a trustee’s violation of a duty owed

to the beneficiary is a breach of trust.” (6)
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 The Court explained that when the Old Foundation was divided, the PTrust became obligated to pay half of its annuity

amount to the New Foundation. By refusing to allow the required distributions, Preston had breached his duty to act in

the interest of the beneficiary. As a practical matter, Preston blocked the distribution of millions of dollars and

jeopardized the New Foundation’s ability to meet its enforceable donation commitment to Tulane University. As a

result, the Court found Preston had not acted as a prudent administrator considering the distribution requirements and

purpose of the PTrust, which was to pay the Old Foundation an annuity for a term of 20 years. (6)

 The Court rejected Preston’s defenses, including his attempt to use the potential adverse federal tax consequences of

the distributions as a shield, which the Court deemed speculative at best and legally erroneous.

 The Stay: Subsequently acknowledging that “[t]his case presents unsettled questions of Louisiana trust law,” the Court

stayed its ruling, pending appeal to the Fifth Circuit. 2019 WL 2437071 (E.D. La. June 10, 2019).

 The Takeaway: Trustees breach their fiduciary duties to beneficiaries when they act contrary to settlor intent to provide

for beneficiaries.
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In re Bruce F. Evertson Dynasty Trust, 446 P.3d 705 (Wyo. 2019) (Exhibit 9)

 The Facts: In 2012, Bruce Evertson (Bruce) created the Bruce F. Evertson Dynasty Trust (Trust) for the benefit of his

wife, his children (Julie and Edward), and their descendants. The Trust’s primary asset was a 2,300-acre ranch. Little

more than one year later, Bruce died in an automobile accident, survived by his wife and children.

 In 2017, the corporate trustee of the Trust filed a Petition for Instructions, asking a trial court (1) to confirm its

general authority to decant trust property under Wyoming law and the trust agreement; and (2) to approve its

proposal to decant Trust property into two separate trusts:

 a 17% “Watts” parcel of the ranch having cash flow potential would be owned by an LLC whose interests would

be distributed to Edward as trustee of a new trust created for the benefit of Edward and his descendants; and

 the remainder of the ranch would be distributed to the corporate trustee as trustee of a new trust created for

the benefit of the widow, Julie, and Julie’s descendants, which, although operated at a loss, they agreed to use

their personal assets to ensure its continued operation.
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 The trustee contended that the proposed decanting was authorized under Wyoming law, in the best interests of

the beneficiaries, and consistent with Bruce’s intent. Edward agreed that Wyoming law generally authorized

trustees to decant, but argued this decanting constituted a breach of the trustee’s duty of impartiality. Bruce

claimed material questions of fact existed as to whether the decanting contradicted Bruce’s intent, the purpose of

the Trust, and the Trust Agreement’s terms.

 At Issue: Whether, on a motion for judgment on the pleadings, the trial court erred in resolving disputed

questions of material fact in favor of the proposed decanting?

 The Holding: The Wyoming Supreme Court said yes. (706-707)
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 The Analysis: The Court agreed that the trustee had the general authority to decant Trust property under both

Wyoming law and the Trust Agreement. Wyoming statute provides that a trustee may distribute all trust income or

principal in further trust for the benefit of the trust beneficiaries pursuant to authority granted in the trust instrument

to make such distributions to trust beneficiaries. Wyoming statute further provides that a trustee may separate a trust

for the benefit of more than one beneficiary into separate trusts for each beneficiary, unless the trust instrument

requires otherwise. (711-712)

 Moreover, the Trust Agreement gave the trustee the general authority to decant:

 Paragraph 2.1.2 allowed the Trustee to distribute net income and principal during the widow’s lifetime “for any

purpose”;

 Paragraph 8.5.13 gave the Trustee discretion to distribute all of such income and/or principal to one or more members

of a class to the exclusion of others, whether or not the terms of the Trust specifically mentioned that possibility; and
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 Paragraph 9.5 granted the Trustee authority to divide and distribute the assets of the Trust Fund in kind, in

money, or partly in each, without regard to the income tax basis of any asset and without the consent of

any beneficiary. The decision of the Trustee in dividing any portion of the Trust Fund between or among

multiple beneficiaries shall be binding on all persons. (712)

 The trustee claimed three purposes for the proposed decanting:

 (1) allowing the intended beneficiaries to enjoy Trust property with favorable tax and

asset protection treatment for as long as possible;

 (2) resolving the unintentional underfunding of the Trust by Bruce caused by his

untimely and unexpected death; and

 (3) enabling the intended beneficiaries to enjoy Trust assets in an amicable manner by

separating beneficiaries who do not get along with each other. (708)
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 Edward disputed these reasons. For example, he claimed it was no longer economical to keep the ranch in the

Trust. He sought a full accounting of Trust assets, disputing the trustee’s appraisal of the Watts parcel as

overvalued by almost 25%. Edward also disputed that the decanting was consistent with the Trust Agreement,

which specified Bruce’s intent that the trustee had to wait for at least 250 years to consider a sale or change of use

of the ranch, and to maintain the ranch for the benefit of the all of the beneficiaries for as long as possible. (713)

 Ultimately, the Supreme Court concluded that the trial court erred in going beyond the discrete legal question of

whether the trustee had the legal authority to decant and resolving disputed facts concerning the appropriateness

of the proposed decanting on a motion for judgment on the pleadings. Remand was unnecessary because the trial

court decided correctly the sole legal question that it was asked to decide. (714-715)

 The Takeaway: Like any other legal issue, a proposed decanting cannot be resolved at the pleading stage on a

disputed factual record, especially as to the settlor intent.



Tax Issues

Federal Income Tax Issues. The IRS issued Notice 2011-101 in December 
2011 (Notice 2011- 101, 2011-52 I.R.B. 932) seeking comments regarding 
the various tax issues associated with decanting.  In response, 
practitioners raised numerous issues some of which are discussed 
below.  Note that Rev. Proc. 2020-3 lists decanting as a subject on the IRS 
“no ruling list”.  Many tax consequences of decanting are unclear.

A. Realization of Gain for Trust Beneficiaries.  Some 
practitioners believe that there is likely no gain for 
beneficiary if decanting is authorized by (i) the 
governing instrument or (ii) state statute.  However, 
IRS might claim there is gain if there is “material 
change” in the beneficiary’s interest.  
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B. Trusts and Gain Realization.

i. IRC § 1001 and Treas. Reg. § 1.1001-1(a) 
provide that gain or loss is only realized 
when there is (i) a sale or disposition of 
property or (ii) exchange for property that is 
materially different.  In Cottage Savings Ass’n
v. Commissioner, 499 U.S. 554 (1991), the 
Court held that property is considered 
“materially different” if owners have 
different legal entitlements.

ii. Merger generally doesn’t cause a realization 
event for the original trust if the merger is 
authorized by the (i) governing instrument or 
(ii) under state statute.  See Treas. Reg. §
1.1001-1(h) and PLR 200743022 (Oct. 26, 
2007).  
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C. Maintaining Grantor Trust Status if Original Trust is Grantor Trust.

i. Treas. Reg. § 1.671-2(e)(5) provides that if a trust makes 
a gratuitous transfer of property to another trust, the 
grantor of the transferor trust generally will be treated as 
the grantor of the transferee trust.  

ii. Some practitioners believe that if a trust decants its 
entire corpus to a new trust, the new trust can be 
considered a continuation of the old trust and should be 
treated as receiving all of the old trust’s tax attributes in 
addition to its assets.
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D. Grantor Trust to Non-Grantor Trust.

i. In general, decanting from a grantor trust to 
a non-grantor trust should not result in gain 
or loss recognition if there are no liabilities.

ii. However, if the decanting involves a transfer 
of property with liabilities in excess of basis 
or a partnership interest with a negative 
capital account, (i) the grantor’s amount 
realized may include the liabilities of the 
grantor trust which the grantor is no longer 
treated as owning and (ii) the grantor may 
recognize gain to the extent that 
partnership liabilities exceed the basis in the 
partnership interest.
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E. Non-Grantor Trust to Grantor Trust.  Decanting from a 
non-grantor trust to a grantor trust should not result in 
gain or loss recognition. 

F. QSST Status.  Language that permits decanting in a trust 
that would otherwise qualify as a qualified subchapter S 
trust or “QSST” could potentially disqualify the trust from 
QSST status.
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Gift and Estate Tax Issues

Taxable Gift by Beneficiary or Trustee.

A. Gift by Trustee.  IRC § 2512(b) provides that if a transfer is made for less 
than adequate consideration, the amount in excess of the consideration 
will be considered a gift.

i. Gift should not result if the trustee is not a trust beneficiary.  
Treas. Reg. § 25.2511-1(g)(1) provides that a “transfer by a 
trustee of trust property in which he has no beneficial interest 
does not constitute a gift by the trustee”.

ii. If trustee is also a trust beneficiary, decanting may result in a 
gift unless an ascertainable standard such as health, 
maintenance, and support, is contained in both the original 
trust and the new trust. Treas. Reg. § 25.2511-1(g)(2) 
provides, “if a trustee has a beneficial interest in trust 
property, a transfer of the property by the trustee is not a 
taxable transfer if it is made pursuant to a fiduciary power the 
exercise or nonexercise of which is limited by a reasonably 
fixed or ascertainable standard”.
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B. Gift by Beneficiary.  If the beneficiary consents to 
the decanting (either through a non-judicial consent 
or consenting through court action), there can be 
negative gift tax consequences to a beneficiary.  See
Rev. Rul. 84-105, 1984-2 C.B. 197 (1984), where a 
beneficiary’s consent to underfund a trust for her 
benefit constituted a gift.  

C. Practice Tip.  To avoid potential gifts, don’t have a 
trustee who is also a beneficiary take part in 
decanting and don’t have a beneficiary consent to 
decanting.
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Marital Deduction

Having language that permits decanting in a trust that would 
otherwise qualify for the marital deduction under IRC § 2056 or § 2523 
could potentially disqualify the trust from the marital deduction.

Some practitioners believe that a trustee’s fiduciary duty to the trust 
beneficiaries would preclude decanting that would result in a loss of 
the deduction and that any such decanting would violate what can be 
considered a material purpose of the trust.  However, if client wants 
decanting power in a marital deduction trust, consider limiting any 
decanting to decanting that would not violate the marital deduction.  
Note many state statutes have a savings clause for the marital 
deduction.
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GST Tax Issues

A. GST Tax Consequences of Decanting a Zero Inclusion Ratio Trust.

i. As discussed, the IRS has put decanting on the “no 
ruling list”, and has not provided direct statutory or 
regulatory guidance on the effect of decanting from a 
zero inclusion ratio GST exempt trust.  However, the 
IRS has issued regulations on the GST tax 
consequences of modifying trusts that are exempt 
from the GST tax by reason of being “Grandfathered”.  
Those regulations provide safe harbors by which a 
trust modification would not cause the trust to lose 
its Grandfathered status.  

ii. Some practitioners point out that although the safe 
harbors do not apply to zero inclusion ratio trusts on 
their face, a private letter ruling has extended the 
application of the safe harbors to zero inclusion ratio 
trusts by analogy.  
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iii. PLR 200743028 (Oct. 26, 2007) explained that 
“no guidance has been issued concerning 
changes that may affect the status of trusts that 
are exempt from GST tax because sufficient GST 
exemption was allocated to the trust to result in 
an inclusion ratio of zero.  At a minimum, a 
change that would not affect the GST status of a 
grandfathered trust should similarly not affect 
the exempt status of such a trust.”  This leads 
one to believe that a decanting that satisfies a 
safe harbor for decanting a grandfathered trust 
should apply to a zero inclusion ratio trust. 

iv. Some practitioners believe that if the original 
trust has a zero inclusion ratio and the new trust 
does not extend the time for vesting or shift a 
beneficial interest, the new trust will also have a 
zero inclusion ratio.
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B. GST Tax Consequences of Decanting a “Grandfathered” Trust.

i. Treas. Reg. §26.2601-1(b) provides generally that 
the GST tax and Chapter 13 of the Internal Revenue 
Code will not apply to any transfer from a trust that 
was irrevocable on September 25, 1985
(a “Grandfathered Trust”) if (i) no additions were 
made to the Grandfathered Trust after September 
25, 1985, and (ii) the transfer was not made 
pursuant to the exercise, release, or lapse of a 
general power of appointment.
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ii. However, the exempt status of a Grandfathered Trust can 
be lost if a subsequent action or proceeding affecting the 
terms of the Grandfathered Trust does not satisfy the 
requirements of one or more of the safe harbors provided 
by Treas. Reg. §26.2601-1(b)(4)(i).  Two of the safe harbors 
raised by many commentators are:

1. Treas. Reg. §26.2601-1(b)(4)(i)(A) provides that a 
distribution of trust principal from a trust that was 
irrevocable on September 25, 1985 to a new trust 
will not cause loss of exempt status if the terms of 
the governing instrument or applicable state law at 
the time the trust became irrevocable authorizes 
the distribution to the new trust without the consent 
or approval of any beneficiary or court, and the terms 
of the governing instrument of the new trust will not 
extend the time for vesting beyond any life in being at 
the date the original trust became irrevocable plus a 
period of 21 years.

Decanting statutes became effective after 1985 so 
this “safe harbor” is likely inapplicable, unless one 
can successfully argue that decanting was permitted 
by the applicable state common law before 1985.
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2. Treas. Reg. §26.2601-1(b)(4)(i)(D)(1) provides in part 
that “[a] modification of the governing instrument of 
an exempt trust … by judicial reformation, or 
nonjudicial reformation that is valid under state law … 
will not cause an exempt trust to be subject to the 
provisions of chapter 13, if the modification does not 
shift a beneficial interest in the trust to any beneficiary 
who occupies a lower generation … than the person or 
persons who held the beneficial interest prior to the 
modification, and the modification does not extend 
the time for vesting of any beneficial interest in the 
trust beyond the period provided for in the original 
trust.”

To take advantage of this safe harbor, decanting 
changes must be changes that do not shift beneficial 
interests to lower generations.  Therefore, decanting 
that does not shift beneficial interests to lower 
generations should not cause loss of exempt status, 
even if done pursuant to a decanting statute enacted 
after the trust became irrevocable.
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iii. Although the IRS has provided little information on the 
tax consequences of decanting, it did issue PLR 
201718014 (May 5, 2017), which discusses GST 
consequences in relation to the two safe harbors 
mentioned above.  Although the PLR does not use the 
word “decanting” it does deal with trustees distributing 
assets form one trust to another to change certain 
provisions relating to trustee resignation, removal, 
appointment, and the appoint of a trust protector.  The 
ruling held that the changes did not satisfy Treas. Reg. 
§26.2601-1(b)(4)(i)(A) because there was no state law 
permitting decanting at the time the trust was created. 
However, the IRS held that the changes did satisfy Treas. 
Reg. §26.2601-1(b)(4)(i)(D)(1) because the changes did 
not (i) shift any beneficial interest in the trust to a 
beneficiary in a lower generation and (ii) extend the time 
for vesting of any beneficial interest in the trust beyond 
the period provided for in the original trust.
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C. Merger vs Decanting.  To avoid the uncertainty of 
decanting a GST exempt trust, practitioners might 
consider trust merger.  In Treas. Reg. §26.2601-
1(b)(4)(i)(E), Ex. 6, the merger of the two trusts did 
not subject the new merged trust to GST tax 
because the merger did not (i) shift any beneficial 
interest in the trust to a beneficiary in a lower 
generation and (ii) extend the time for vesting of any 
beneficial interest in the trust beyond the period 
provided for in the original trust.
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The information contained on these slides is
general in nature and is based on authorities
that are subject to change. It is not intended,
and should not be construed as, legal or tax
advice provided to the reader. This material is
not necessarily applicable to, or suitable for,
specific circumstances or needs.
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